
A PASSAGE TO INDIA ESSAY PROMPTS

Suggested Essay Topics. 1. What is Forster's primary critique of the British in India? What does he appear to think of the
Empire in general? 2. Evaluate the role.

However, it was not always this way. Tourism as backbone of Economy: Rameswaram attracts wide range of
tourists from pilgrim visitors to water sports, from architecture to beaches. Forster, 'Notes on the English
Character',  Gauzy images - green hills, languorous boat rides, tender embraces - these impressions, cousins,
really, to Jane Austen's plots and settings, are remembered as period pieces seldom associated with the literary
experimentation of Virginia Woolf or the winsome angst of the lost War poets. When Adela prompts him,
suggesting some attribute the caves must have, such as ornaments or sculptures, Godbole's refrain is "Oh no,
oh no. Is her interest in India genuine? For example, in chapter 2, Hamidullah tells Mahmoud Ali, of the
Englishmen, "They all become exactly the same. Aziz knows there is no possibility of a good relationship with
India and Fielding believes that Indians would never grow wise enough to govern themselves. McClure writes
in Kipling and Conrad that "as the twentieth century opened, the artists and intellectuals of the age
increasingly came to believe that imperial rule, if inevitable in the short run, was an inglorious enterprise that
deformed both those who ruled and those who submitted"  The festival that proceeds from the temple
produces a wave of good feeling that embraces even Aziz, the Moslem. The narrator sums up the failings of
each side in chapter 31, when he says that the dominant Indian fault is suspicion, and the dominant Western
fault is hypocrisy. The setting of the story takes place in India where the British have colonized the city of
Chandrapore. At first he appears a plain and simple Muslim who loves everybody around him. When we
string these two ideas together the novel begins to reveal itself as a garland worn in humble tribute to India.
Adela cannot help it but to release herself from the suffocation she has to stop chasing the mirage. Is he
consistent in his actions? Post- w David Lean also attempts to create a separate persona for India in his film.
These caves are hollow and create an illusion making people feel like they are full to the brim. Fielding
considers that Adela may have suffered from a hallucination, a theory that may be quite close to the mark.
George Thomson writes that the novel "may be viewed as a reaction to the disappearance of God in the
nineteenth century Adela knows somehow she has missed doing the right thing and so corrects her mistakes.
Forster - A Passage to India by E. The echo of the cave haunts both Mrs.


